
Power TestRie Mathematis Tournament 20001. A derangement of a string of distint elements is a rearrangement of the string suhthat no element appears in its original position. For example, BCA is a derangement ofABC. Dn represents the number of derangements of any string omposed of n distintelements. D2 = 1 and D3 = 2.(a) What are D4 and D5?(b) How many derangments are there of the string ABCDEFG?() Find a reursive relationship for Dn in terms of the previous two terms (Dn�1 andDn�2).(d) Find a reursive relationship for Dn in terms of only the previous term, Dn�1.2. Find the number of 3-letter "words" that use letters from the 10-letter set fA;B;C; :::; Jgin whih all letters are di�erent and the letters appear in alphabetial order.3. Assume that a hand of thirteen ards is dealt from a randomized dek of 52 ards. LetA be the probability that the hand ontains two aes. Let B be the probability thatit ontains two aes if you already know it ontains at least one ae. Let C be theprobability that it ontains at least two aes if you already know it ontains an ae ofhearts. Write down the inequality relationship between A,B and C, i.e. one possibilityis A = B > C.4. Find the number of rearrangments of 12345 (inluding 12345) suh that none of thefollowing is true: 1 is in position 5, 2 is in position 1, 3 is in position 2, 4 is in position4, and 5 is in position 3.5. Assume that nobody has a birthday on February 29th. How large must a group be sothat there is a greater than 50% hane that at least 2 members have the same birthday?6. Find the number of ombinations of length k that use elements from a set of n distintelements, allowing repetition.7. Find the number of ombinations of length k that use elements from a given set of ndistint elements, allowing repetition and with no missing elements. (Obviously, k mustbe greater than n)8. An eletion takes plae between two andidates. Candidate A wins by a vote of 1032to 971. If the votes are ounted one at a time and in a random order, determine theprobability that the winner was never behind at any point in the ounting.9. Evaluate the sum �1000 � +12 �1001 � +13 �1002 � + : : :+ 1101 �100100�.10. Find the number of distributions of a given set of m idential balls into a given set ofn distint boxes.11. Find the number of distributions of a given set of m distint balls into a given set ofn distint boxes if eah box must ontain a spei� number of balls (mi is the numberof balls to be put into box i). Please state the answer with only fatorials (not inombinatorial notation).



12. Find the oeÆient of X2Y 3 in eah of the following.(a) (X + Y + 1)7(b) (X2 + Y � 1)713. Find the number of "words" of length m from a set of n letters, if eah letter mustour at least one in eah word.14. Find the number of ways to distribute seven distint balls into three distint boxes ifeah box must ontain a di�erent number of balls, allowing an empty box.15. How many ways an a lass of 10 students be divided into two groups of 3 and 1 groupof 4?16. Find the number of subsets A of the set of digits f0; 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 9g suh that A ontainsno two onseutive digits. Hint: Find a better statement of the problem; �nd a reursiveformula, and then attempt to solve the problem for the number of digits given.17. If we are trying to �nd the number of words of length m from a given set of n letters,with eah letter ouring at least one in eah word, let us all the answer T (m;n).This is equivalent to �nding the number of distribution of a set of m distint balls intoa set of n distint boxes, if no boxes an be empty. T (m;n) is the sum of all possiblepartitions of the balls (i.e. we sum all possible ways of putting the balls into boxes (4in box 1, 2 in box 2, 1 in box 3 for example)). More preisely, if we all mi to be thenumber of balls in box i, then T (m;n) = Pm1+m2+m3=mm1;m2;m3>=1 m!m1!m2!m3!:::mn! . For example,T (3; 2) = 3!1!2! + 3!2!1! = 3 + 3 = 6. Find a reursive pattern for T (m;n) in terms ofprevious terms (previous meaning a smaller m, a smaller n, or both). Hint: set up asort of "Pasal's Triangle" for T (m;n). Prove your answer using words.18. You have an in�nite number of 1 ent, 2 ent, and 5 ent stamps. You are trying topost a letter that requires n ents of postage stamps, where n > 8. Let a(n) be thenumber of sequenes of stamps that give exatly the required postage of n ents (i.e.order matters). Find a(n) in terms of previous terms of the sequene of a's, using asfew previous terms as possible.19. Suppose we have n lines in a plane in general position, whih means that none areparallel to eah other and that no three of these lines interset at a single point. Findthe number of regions that these lines divide the plane into...(a) in a reursive form.(b) in a nonreursive formula.20. Find the 2000th positive integer that is not the di�erene between any two integersquares.


